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Book reVieWs

 Religion and the Specter of the West: Sikhism, India, Postcoloniality, and the Poli-
tics of Translation. By Arvind-Pal s. mandair. new york: Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 2009. Pp. xviii+516. $55.00 (cloth).

derrida’s question “what if religio remained untranslatable” resonates through 
this volume as Arvind mandair investigates the colonial shackles imposed on sikhs 
and sikhism. of course “religio” has no equivalent in the indic world. yet as man-
dair reminds us, this Western “fabrication” in the nineteenth century broke the sym-
biotic links of the Punjabi communities sharing a common language, culture, and 
region into religious and national constructs, “sikh,” “hindu,” the “muslim other,” 
and reproduced polarizing imaginaries such as “mother tongue(s),” Punjabi, hindi, 
and Urdu. This cultural “universal of religion” reduced the rich heterogeneous world 
of the indians into homogenous units. identity politics came into play, and when 
sikhs reconfigured as a “nation” and a “world religion,” they lost their authentic 
“politics.”

mandair skillfully tracks down the imperial “ontotheological” machine, which 
he describes at the outset as a continuous sequence of moments in Western tradi-
tion consisting of the greek onto, the medieval-scholastic theos, and the humanist 
logos (viii). its invisible operations extend in translations, ethnographies, mission-
ary tracts, Anglo-vernacular mission schools, and its capitalist economic networks. 
mandair analyzes the works of Western scholars like ernest Trumpp, J. d. Cun-
ningham, m. A. macauliffe, and W. h. mcleod, and of sikh reformers such as Bhai 
Vir singh and Bhai Jodh singh, whom he calls “neocolonialists.” his objective is 
to expose how this mechanism had two effects: it enforced a symbolic order on the 
colonized peoples, and it also made the indigenous elites psychologically receptive 
to its categories and polarizations. The orientalists and sikh ideologues ruptured 
the indic patterns of ontology and time, and with their “eventual concordance of on-
tologically distinct narratives” (197) manufactured what we have now as a modern 
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sikh theology. As he argues in the course of his text, this modern framework traces 
the origins of the religion to guru nanak’s mystical experience; it posits god as 
static immutable one whose existence is privileged over nonexistence; it suppresses 
temporality by stressing eternity; it splits the spiritual experience into peaceful in-
teriority and violent politics. As a result, the historical, temporal, and political force 
of the gurus’ teachings (Gurmat) has been erased from sikh experience.

The traumatic moment in sikh history captured on the cover of the book (a paint-
ing entitled Nineteen Eighty-Four by the Twins Amrit and rabindra) sets the tone 
for his project. here we see the golden Temple framed in an angular perspective, 
its pool of nectar is full of blood, and innocent men, women, and children are panic-
stricken. This painting is a political critique of the tragic storming of the golden 
Temple by indian troops under the orders of Prime minister indira gandhi. from 
behind her appears the Western specter in the form of margaret Thatcher, Winston 
Churchill, and Bill Clinton! standing in an armored tank, a domineering gandhi 
holds a bag of coins in her left hand—mimicking the colonial obsession for wealth 
and power? With her right hand she rejects sikh history—the martyred heads of 
the ninth sikh guru Tegh Bahadur and the freedom fighter Bhagat singh. its after-
math—the violent conflict between the sikh community and the indian state, and 
the vilification of the sikhs by the state, media, and the academy—are picked up in 
mandair’s autobiographical preface (xi). Thus readers are emotionally drawn into 
his text, and his ensuing introduction and six chapters masterfully carry them on an 
eclectic intellectual voyage across centuries and continents.

There are some junctions, though, where one wonders if the author is trapped in 
the very chains he intends to free sikh experience from. is mandair so caught up 
in the process of categorizing that (to use his own term, on 395) he “mis-cognizes” 
his subjects? for instance, when he is commenting on the “short report” by Charles 
Wilkins, mandair says that Wilkins “depicted the sikh tradition as a foil to the 
fantastic store of hindu belief” (178). here we find echoes of hegelian dialectic 
rather than Wilkins’s actual narrative. While most englishmen received informa-
tion on the sikh faith distorted by middlemen, Wilkins met personally with the sikh 
congregation in 1781 at the birthplace of guru gobind singh in Patna. he gives a 
vivid firsthand account of what he did, heard, saw, ate, and discussed with them. his 
narrative does not erect any hegelian theses or antitheses.

Another odd observation: mandair writes that “mcleod’s narrative utilizes a 
form of mimesis that is foundational to a conceptualization of religion as sui generis. 
According to this narrative, the origin of sikhism can be located within the religious 
experience of its founder, guru nanak” (254). But mcleod categorically stated, 
“The term ‘founder’ is misleading, for it suggests that guru nanak originated not 
merely a group of followers but also a school of thought, or set of teachings” (W. h. 
mcleod, The Evolution of the Sikh Community [1975], 5). mcleod consistently 
denied nanak as a “founder” and instead depicted him as reformer within a fluid 
polyphonic north indian sant tradition (W. h. mcleod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh 
Religion [1968], 150–52). in fact, the middle ground that mandair proposes (point-
ing to “idioms, practices, forms, and strata of experience that are different from but 
also broadly continuous with those of the wider north indian devotional traditions”; 
215), evokes a sikh past that is along the lines of mcleod.
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The Western specter looms so large on mandair’s horizon that it allows no room 
for the role of precolonial sikh moralists and exegetes in circumscribing boundaries. 
in their ethical discourses, patriarchs like Chaupa singh perpetuated identity poli-
tics: “guru ka sikh janju tikke ki kan na kare” (the guru’s sikh should not wear the 
thread or the mark on his forehead) (Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, no. 20); “guru ka 
sikh gor mari kabar dehura maseet mulla kaji na manai” (the guru’s sikh should not 
have faith in a tomb or cremation spot, temple, or mosque, in any mullah or Qazi) 
(Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, no. 137). even prior to the “language event,” divisions 
were drawn among sikhs, hindus, and muslims. The complexity with which the 
singh sabha ideologues simultaneously rejected and cited such precolonial sikh 
ethical manuals would offer more insight into their “neocolonial” psyche. The is-
lamic presence and its influence are also ignored.

And so invasive is the specter that in spite of mandair’s vigilance, he himself is 
charmed by its oppressive binaries. for example, he translates nanak’s scriptural 
verse “bhola vaid na jane karak kaleje mahi” (guru granth, pages 1279 and 1256 
are conflated): “but the ignorant fool knows not that the pain is in my mind” (365). 
The original term kaleja (liver), hailed in Punjabi as the corporeal centre of emo-
tions, is stifled by his Cartesian introjection “mind.” for guru nanak, the infinite 
transcendent one is lodged tightly in the deep interior of the largest visceral organ so 
crucial to bodily functions. mandair’s translation of nanak’s adjective bhola (“na-
ïve” or “innocent”) as “ignorant” is yet another cerebral slip. The Jewish-Christian 
concept of the “soul” too—without an equivalent in the original sikh text—makes 
its apparition in mandair’s translation (366). even nanak’s vision of the infinite 
one is disfigured as a gender-polarized “he” (369). such repetitions confirm ed-
ward said’s insight “that systems of thought like orientalism, discourses of power, 
ideological fictions—mind-forg’d manacles—are all too easily made, applied, and 
guarded” (Orientalism [1979], 328). The question we are ultimately left with: is it 
possible to leave religio untranslated?

i could not agree more with mandair that we must dismantle the “ontotheologi-
cal” machine. however, we should perform this act not by renouncing but by re-
trieving guru nanak’s original experience of the transcendent one from the heavy 
patriarchal hermeneutics, whether they are precolonial, colonial, or postcolonial. 
nanak’s was a vibrant aesthetic experience (nothing static about it) of the singular 
universal one (“ikk”—utterly indivisible into categories hindu or muslim), in 
the deep interior of his particular body here and in time (not in some immutable 
eternity); its immediate reflexes were social interactions with people around him 
and a strong political sensibility (“karam khand ki bani jor” [the realm of action is 
the language of force], Japji, stanza 37). its liberating enchantment is existentially 
available to anybody anywhere, as soon as his language is accessed directly without 
patriarchal interpreters and translated without imperial hegemonies. As language 
speaks itself—be it in the voice of the sparrow warbling “khudai khudai” (guru 
granth, 1286) or in the speech of the tiny blade of grass (opening of guru gobind 
singh’s Jap)—a new reality is created. in mandair’s volume, theoretical debates 
stand in the way of being in time or getting a feel for the sensuousness of language. 
his discourse on the unity of the spiritual and the political in the practice of nam 
simaran elicits a closer intimacy with the textual body of the guru granth in which 
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blood—sikh, hindu, muslim—vigorously flows in unison, in spite of all the divi-
sions constructed by western and eastern hegemonies.

overall, mandair’s broad temporal, spatial, and intellectual perspectives make 
this a very interesting volume. By exploring sikhism from the perspectives of 
 deconstructionist, postcolonial, and postsecular theory, he fills in an important gap 
in sikh philosophy and charts out provocative new directions. his interdisciplin-
ary approach raises fundamental issues in religion, translation, subjectivity, and the 
politics of knowledge. mandair’s work has great relevance for all of us today, as it 
alerts us to the dangerous specter haunting religious identities across the globe, and 
in areas where its presence is less often detected—multiculturalism, anti-imperialist 
critiques, and its “final incarnation of global capitalism” (11). indeed, Religion and 
the Specter of the West is a wonderful contribution to the study of religion in general 
and to the field of sikh studies in particular.

Nikky-GuNiNder kaur SiNGh

Colby College

Riven by Lust: Incest and Schism in Buddhist Legend and Historiography. By 
 Jonathan A. silk. honolulu: University of hawai‘i Press, 2009. Pp. xiv+347. 
$57.00 (cloth).

early in this finely detailed and deeply nuanced work, author Jonathan silk 
 observes with a note of slight exasperation that: “Buddhism, as perhaps all reli-
gions, is often imagined to stand with only one foot in the world of history, the other 
leg somehow floating in a transhistorical, preternatural, and indeed supramundane 
void” (4). students of religion, of course, recognize that worldly concerns—sexual 
relations, food, money, and so forth—bear a no less dominant role in the religious 
world than they do outside it. yet, still, the study of religion returns always to the 
encounter with the sacred as that which gives meaning and purpose to the often bru-
tal realities of ordinary life (here, we need only think of how a violent act of killing 
is utterly transformed in the religious sphere, becoming in that world a consecrated 
act, a sacrament). nowhere is the vicious nature of everyday life more striking than 
in the Buddhist tale that silk takes on in this work, a tale that weaves together greed, 
untoward sexual desire, mother-son incest, deception, matricide, patricide, and the 
willful murder of at least one if not several innocent Buddhist monks—a tale that 
as silk deftly shows, occurs in several iterations in Buddhistic literature. for those 
inclined to seek out the transcendent, these depraved acts might then become the 
underpinnings for some grand redemptive scheme. in Riven by Lust, Jonathan silk 
openly rejects this path; with a vaguely disdainful tone, silk observes, “myriad are 
the books . . . which profess to explain how and why Buddhism is a technology 
conducive to the attainment of human perfection” (5). for silk, this Buddhist tale 
of incest and murder is strictly a human drama, a tale of imperfection that loses not 
a whit of its sordidness by its inclusion in the Buddhist canon.

silk’s point of entry into this Buddhist tale of incest is a bit of uncertain history 
regarding the events and persons surrounding the first schismatic rift in the Buddhist 
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